Abstract

The aim of work is to apply theory of political terrorism and guerrilla to Brother’s Masin resistance group activities. This work offers a new view to research issues of Brother’s Masin resistance group. Besides the theory of political terrorism and guerrilla we have to account contemporary context. Each group action will be assigned to one of the theory. Masin’s father had a great influence to resistance group activity. He has to have his own place in this work. It is also necessary to introduce historical context of the time and give the most important reasons to the group activities. Because it is important to look at the contemporary context we have to describe what Czechoslovakia, East German and West German press wrote about it. In conclusion are the most important facts about theory of political terrorism and guerrilla. To this theories will be assigned each resistance group activities. The conclusion provides an overview of Brother’s Masin resistance group activities using theory of political terrorism and guerrilla.